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ABSTRACT  

Beling.co is an e-Learning website which has an objective
to facilitate learning basic programming for Indonesian
teenagers in a fun way. However, verification research to
test whether Beling.co has achieved this objective is still
warranted. Therefore, this research proposes to evaluate and
improve the interactive capabilities and design of Beling.co.
This research involved 23 high school students in Depok
city, West Java, Indonesia. Three evaluation techniques
were used in the study including expert evaluation, usability
testing, and a desirability toolkit. The research concluded
that Beling.co has a simple interactive design and is capable
of motivating users to learn programming. The research
reveals requirements needed to improve the interactive
design of Beling.co.
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INTRODUCTION  
It is indicated in the literature that Indonesian teenagers
have a high interest in the programming field. Through a
study conducted by Microsoft Youth Spark in 2015, 7 out
of 10 students in Indonesia schools want to learn
programming [7]. This study targeted 1,850 student
participants under 24 years of age in the Asia Pasific area
with 250 of that population claiming citizenship in
Indonesia [10]. It has also been revealed that 92% of the
student respondents from Indonesia consider that
programming is a cool activity while 88% of the students
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showing interest in programing as a career choice [7].
With a clear demonstrated interest in programing it
becomes important to develop a strong and engaging
programming learning system capable of engaging and
maintaining the students’ interest while still teaching them
appropriate principles and skills. An online learning tool
called Beling, which stands for “Belajar Programming” or
“Learning programming” (in English)1, has been developed
since early 2012 to accomplish this goal. Through a
provided website and with use of this tool students can
learn basic Java programming language.
“Learning programming in a fun way” is Beling.co’s
tagline and the program strongly focuses on this tenant [1].
The program is designed to offer fun, motivating, and
engaging learning experiences for its participants.
However, a specific and educationally grounded evaluation
to test the interactive design of Beling.co has never been
conducted before. This study seeks to provide educationally
sound evaluative results of the programs interactive
capabilities. Information provided by this work will inform
the improvements of the interactive design imbedded in the
tutorials and software.
TEACHING  AND  LEARNING  PROGRAMMING  ONLINE  

During the last ten years, various studies have been
conducted to find a standard approach to teaching and
learning programming [16]. Some current educational
programming practices are: (1) changing the interaction
among students, between student and teacher, and between
student and learning materials; (2) supporting learning
process by conducting peer support; (3) modelling problem
solving; (4) providing learning materials in an attractive
context; and (5) delivering adaptive teaching experiences to
students [16]. Another approach which is being considered
involves the implementation of collaborative programming
using e-Learning to improvestudents’ problem solving
skills [16].

1

It can be accessed at http://www.beling.co
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Settle, Vihavainen, and Miller state that research in
teaching programming online is new and requires much
more work [16]. However, while there is a need to
understand online programing instruction, various eLearning venues providing programming learning materials
have been widely developed. Their creation outpaces our
understanding of what constitutes a solid educational
foundation for good online training. Examples include
codeacademy.com, learn.code.org, and codingbat.com.
INTERACTIVE  ONLINE  LEARNING  MEDIA  

(the learning materials and the e-Learning system itself).
The third level represents interaction between the learner
and instruction, including activities to achieve learning
objectives. This model the proposes a fourth level
concerning three types of interaction in online learning as
mentioned by Moore: (1) interaction among learners; (2)
interaction between learner and teacher/facilitator; and (3)
interaction between learner and learning materials [2]. The
final level reflects the interactivity between the learner and
the context of the online learning.

The Oxford dictionary defines interactive as “allowing a
continuous exchange of information between a computer
and a user”. Therefore, it is reasonable to propose that the
key aspect of effective online learning is interactivity. This
interactivity should be rich and supported by interaction
between user and the system.

E-LEARNING  USABILITY  EVALUATION  

There are three important tenants to designing a robust
learning environment.
These include interactivity,
meaningfullness,
and
a
student-centered
focus.
Additionally, a ribust learning environment should also be
well instructed and interactively presented [2].
An
interactive online learning medium will also support
learning collaboration. With these tenants in mind it
becomes clear how important interactivity is regarding its
ability to support teaching and the learning process.

In this work the evaluation of e-Learning applications is
analyzed with the following four dimentions:
1.   Presentation, including exterior’s interface features.
This dimension is focused on things which exist in the
scope of visual design.
2.   Hypermediality or the use of multimedia.
This
dimension
considers
aspects
which
make
communication through a variety of different media and
channels possible.
3.   Application proactivity. This dimension considers
mechanisms to support user’s activity. The ease of use
is one of the evaluation constructs which are included in
this dimension.
4.   User activity. This dimension focuses on the user’s
needs. The need to complete the task anywhere is an
example of a users’ need which has to be complied with
by an e-Learning application.

Existing work acknowledges three levels of interaction in
online teaching and learning [2]. These three levels of
interaction are shown in Figure 1 below.

There are several dimensions and criteria used to decide
which aspects are needed to be considered in evaluating the
usefullness of e-Learning applications. It is also recognized
that E-Learning applications must additionally be evaluated
in terms of their didactic effectiveness [3].

For each dimension, there are criteria which evolved from
two general principles: effectiveness and efficiency of eLearning system. Furthermore, the principle of
effectiveness is further divided into two subfields:
1.   Supportiveness for learning/authoring, which focuses
on preparing tools to facilitate the learning and
preparation of materials more effectively.
2.   Supportiveness for communication, personalization,
and access, which focuses on the level of user’s
satisfaction and improving learning effectiveness while
using the e-Learning applications.

Figure 1 Interaction level in online learning [2]

The first level represents the interaction between a learner
and that learner’s own reflection. The second level involves
the learners interaction with other components in the eLearning system including interaction between learner and
other humans (other learners and facilitators), as well as
interaction between learner and any non-human component

Efficiency is also divided into two subfields:
1.   Structure adequacy – which focuses on the level of
structure efficiency and the user’s activity visualization.
2.   Facilities and technology adequacy – which focuses
on extra guidelines for users.
In designing interactive products, there are several aspects
of user experience that might be taken into account. One of
the most significant in central importance of those aspects
is usability [14]. Therefore, usability of a system is one
factor that need to be considered and well measured.
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BELING.CO  

Beling.co is a suite of online learning modules for teaching
basic Java programming to Indonesian teenagers. The
website, which can be accessed through the URL
www.beling.co, has been created and refined since early
2012 by a group of Computer Science students and Faculty
at Universitas Indonesia [1].

Figure 4 Discussion forum of Beling.co [1]

In order to progress from one topic to another, two
navigation menus are provided which can be used as
displayed in Figure 5.

Figure 2 Beling.co homepage [1]
Programming  Learning  in  Beling.co  

Figure 5 Two navigation menus of Learning Page [1]
Programming  Practicing  in  Beling.co  

Figure 3 Beling.co Learning Page [1]

Learning activities on Beling.co is centralized on one
specific page called the Learning Page. From this Learning
Page, users can access the following activities:
1.   Reading video’s description
In Beling.co, users learn from a single video
instructional aid assigned to a single topic.
2.   Watching slidecast video materials
Beling.co uses a slidecast method to deliver materials.
Slidecast is a learning material delivery mechanism
utilizing video visualization through animated
presentation’s slides with corresponding podcast audio
to narrate instruction.
3.   Answering the imbedded reflective questions
Users can answer the imbedded reflective questions of
each topic by pausing the video. A reward system for
correct answers allows students to earn points for use
to activate Hints later on.
4.   Discussion in an online discussion forum
In Beling.co, an online discussion forum is placed
below the imbedded questions on the Learning Page.

Figure 6 Beling.co Exercising Page [1]

Two interactive features of Beling.co facilitate users to
practice programming online. This page provides the
following features:
1.   Doing exercises
Users can practice programming online and Beling.co
will provide information about the program output
coded by the users. This output is placed just below
the programming area for easy reading access. Correct
answers are rewarded with Coins of ranging amounts
for the different types of problem. These Coins can
then be used to level up for access to the next material.
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2.  

Using Hints points
User can access a hint for each problem if they found
the problem is very difficult. Hints can be purchased
with Hint points earned.

RESEARCH  METHODOLOGY  

To measure the interactiveness and usability level of
Beling.co, there are three different methods used in this
research; expert evaluation, usability testing, and
desirability toolkit.
Expert  Evaluation  

Expert evaluation, which is often known as expert review or
heuristic evaluation is one of usability evaluation
techniques conducted by invited experts who review the
system as evaluators [12]. Expert evaluation is needed in
this research to get valuable input from expert to evaluate
whether a system has been achieved its specific goal, which
is in Beling.co is to teach programming in a fun way, or
not.
In the current research, there were five experts who acted as
evaluators. Two evaluators were programming lecturers
from Faculty of Computer Science Universitas Indonesia,
one was a high school’s computer subject teacher, one was
a programming expert, and the last was an educational
technology lecturer from Faculty of Psychology Universitas
Indonesia. Data gathered from these expert’s evaluations
was qualitatively analyzed to identify a list of improvement
requirements for Beling.co.
Usability  Testing  

Usability testing was conducted by using a user
performance evaluation approach. It was needed to test
Beling.co directly to its target user. User performance
evaluation approaches focused on user’s performance in
completing tasks only during usability testing. The usability
testing was conducted by involving 23 high school students
in Depok, West Java, as research respondents. Short
interviews with respondents was also conducted to provide
qualitative date for triangulation.
Desirability  Toolkit  

The Desirability Toolkit created by Microsoft was used [9]
was implemented to collect data regarding participant
impressions of their experiences in using Beling.co.
Respondents were given 118 adjectives consisting of 89
positive sentiment adjectives and 29 negative sentiment
adjectives. Respondents were then asked to choose words
that they thought to be suitable for expressing their
impressions of the software. In a second level of selection
from the words they chose respondents were asked to refine
their list to only five words that they felt were the best
descriptors. Analysis allowed the evaluation of the most
used adjective and it was selected as the best descriptor of
the participants’ perception of Bejing.co.
Additionally, comparisons between the chosen positive
sentiment adjectives and negative sentiment adjectives was
also analyzed. In the Microsofts desirability toolkit,

reaction cards (card with label of adjectives on it) are used
in this type of evaluation. However, in this research, an
online questionnaire was used due to infisiblity condition.
All 118 words from Microsofts desirability toolkit were
additionally translated into the Indonesian language to
avoid any ambiguity that might occur. A visual
representation of the sleceted adjectives where provided
thrugh the development and use of a word cloud. An
example is provided in Figure 7. After that, a word cloud to
represent the chosen words was generated as Figure 7
below.

Figure 7 Word Cloud example [9]

These word clouds were formed from multiple participant
selected adjectives were used to facilitate finding the most
frequently chosen words [5]. This evaluation technique was
conducted right after usability testing.
Evaluation  Tasks  

The design of the e-Learning website is not just to facilitate
individualized learning with the online learning medium [2]
but to extend the interactive experience based on three
tenants: (1) interaction amongst learners; (2) interaction
between learner and teacher/facilitator; and (3) interaction
between learner and learning materials.
Based on these three levels of interaction and builing upon
the four evaluation dimensions of usability mentioned
before, a model for classifying interactivity was developed.
This model is shown in Table 1. It provides seven different
interaction categories and eight feature categories resolved
into appropriate dimensions and criteria.
Interaction
Categories
Learnercontent

Learnersupport

Features related
in Beling.co (The
evaluation tasks)

Dimensions and
Criteria

Watching slidecast
video materials

Dimension: P, H,
AP, UA
Criteria: SLA,
SCP, FA

Doing exercise

Dimension: P, H,
UA
Criteria: SLA, FA

Getting feedback
after answering an
inserted question

Dimension: P,
AP, UA
Criteria: SLA, FA

Getting feedback
after doing an
exercise

Dimension: P,
AP, UA
Criteria: SLA, FA
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Learnerinterface

Navigating
between materials

Learnersupport and
learnerinterface

Answering inserted
questions
Using Hints

Learnerlearner
Learnerinstructor
Learnerexpert

Discussing in
online discussion
forum

After the frequency analysis of adjectives was conducted,
the chosen adjectives were displayed in a readily
visualizable form using a word cloud. An example word
cloud can be seen in Figure 8.

Dimension: P,
AP, UA
Criteria: SCP,
SA, FA
Dimension: P, H,
AP, UA
Criteria: SLA,
SCP, SA, FA
Dimension: P,
AP, UA
Criteria: SLA, FA
Dimension: P,
UA
Criteria: SCP,
SA, FA

Figure 8 Word Cloud of most frequently chosen words

From this analysis technique demonstrated above, we can
see that Beling.co was considered a very simple system
with a higher motivating impact regarding the fostering of
users to learn programming.

Table 1 Usability evaluation tasks
Notes:
1.  
2.  
3.  
4.  
5.  
6.  

P
: Visual Presentation
H : Hypermediality (multimedia using)
AP : Application Proactivity
UA : User Activity
SLA : Supportiveness for learning/authoring
SCP : Supportiveness for communication,
personalization, and access
7.   SA : Structure Adequacy
8.   FA : Facility and technology adequacy

Evaluation  Requirements  

From usability testing done, a breakdown analysis was
investigated for each of the evaluation tasks. A synapsis of
the task frequencies is presented in Table 3. The measured
frequency (n) is provided.
Evaluation Task Measured
Watching slidecast video materials
Watching video materials smoothly without any
major obstacle

RESULTS  AND  DISCUSSION  
User’s  Impression    

Table 2 displays the most frequently chosen words (using
Disarability Toolkit) from 23 respondents as well as the
frequency of their selection (n). With review of the
tabulated data it becomes clear that Memotivasi
(motivating) and Sederhana (simple) are the two most
frequently chosen words.
Chosen words
Memotivasi, Sederhana
(Motivating, Simple)
Dapat Dimengerti, Menarik
(Understandable, Interesting)
Mudah Dimengerti, Berguna
(Easy to understand, Useful)
Efektif, Kreatif, Menyenangkan
Effective, Creative, Fun)
Inovatif, Mengasyikkan
(Innovative, Fascinating)
Bersahabat, Dapat Diperkirakan, Mudah, Terlalu
Teknis, Cocok, Membuat Antusias, Menginspirasi,
Mudah Diakses
(Friendly, Predictable, Easy, Too Technical,
Suitable, Exciting, Inspiring, Easy to access)
Table 2 Most frequently chosen words

n

Answering inserted questions
Pausing the video in advance for answering the
questions

0

Giving answers in the answer area below the
video

6

n

Navigating between materials

10

Choosing dropdown menus to navigate to other
materials

6
5
4
3
2

23

11

Doing exercises
Answering each exercise smoothly without any
major obstacles

20

Understanding of the function of hint button
below the exercise’s description

12

Navigating between exercises
Choosing dropdown menus to navigate to other
exercises

23

Table 3 Usability testing result
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From the Table 3, we can see that every respondent perform
very well in the watching of the video materials. On the
other hand, none of respondents could finish the task of
answering inserted questions as was originally intended
(pause the video first, and then answer the question). Some
respondents showed confusion and asked the observer
“what should I do?” This is clearly represented with the
data indicating that only 6 of the totals respondents
answered the question in the box below the video interface.

8

Improvement of the interface of problem options
for multiple choice and true-false problems

9

Providing a Border the output of program
compilation’s area

10

Revising problem’s code indentation

11

Interactive feedback after answering each
problem

Furthermore, less than half of the respondents could
navigate well efficiently between materials. With only 11
respondents succcesfully choosing dropdown menus to
navigate to other materials an implication for the revision of
the navigating menu system is recognized. With regards to
this activity, many respondents mentioned confusion
present with the existence of two navigation menus.

12

Revising Hint button

Many participants showed confusion regarding the function
of the Hint button. 12 participants did not understand this
feature. However, only three respondents had difficulty
engaging the online programming tool and it is noted that
these same three were engaged in their very first
programming experience, whereas the other twenty had
some form of experience in programming. Those
participants who had no coding experience did not realise
that the large white text area located beside the problem’s
description was provided to conduct coding within.

Table 4 List of improvement requirements
EVALUATION  IMPLEMENTATION  RESULT  

After recieveing feedback in the form of the twelve
potential improvements the implementation of these
improvements was executed.
Learning  Page  

Figure 9 shows the overview of Learning Page after the
implementation of the improvements recommended by the
evaluators.

Based on our expert evaluation and our usability testing,
twelve potential improvements were identified as having
high priority for the revision of the slidecast videos. These
twelve improvements are presented in Table 4 below.
Watching slidecast video
1

Improving
design
interaction of
video materials

Providing check points
between sub themes in a video
Minimalize video duration to
retain user focus

Answering inserted questions
2

Revising ways of answering inserted questions

3

Interactive feedback after answering inserted
question

Figure 9 Learning Page after improvements
The  Use  of  Zaption  Tool    

Discussing in forum
4

Repositioning the discussion forum
Navigating between materials

5

Changing the interaction and the design of
navigation menu
Doing exercises

6

A tour feature to introduce how to do exercises

7

Mechanism to look back at the video materials

Figure 10 Zaption tool for enhancing user’s interaction
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To facilitate the enhancement of the user’s interaction with
the video materials, the Zaption2 tool was implemented.
The Zaption tool complies with almost every potential
improvement recommended by the experts and respondents:
1.   Providing inserted questions for multiple choice and
true-false problem types –With this feature, the
answering area is no longer needed. User can now
focus on the materials until the inserted question
appears. At this point the video will be automatically
paused. For the short anwer problems, an answering
area is still provided but, prepatory information about
the time and place to answer the inserted question was
given in the video.
2.   Providing check points/outline for each subthemes/section of video –This technique can
personalize learning by accommodating the learners
own pace. It also shorten and focuses the video
duration. Additionally, users can also access specific
themes in order to review the materials easier. An
example of this interface is shown in Figure 11.

One of the challenges in teaching programming online is in
the assessment tasks (in Beling.co there are inserted
questions and exercises to address this), including
accepting, grading, and providing formative feedback [6].
Interactive formative feedback is needed to enhance user
motivation and this is confirmed with results from the
interview with respondents. Therefore, in an effort to
provide formative feedback an added panel callout is placed
beside the button “Jawab” (‘answer’ in English). This panel
will show a message concerning each user’s answer either
as right or wrong after the user has answered the question.
This callout panel was preferred over the use of a Modal in
order to keep the user’s focus on the video material that is
being watched.
Repositioning  Online  Forum    

Figure 14 New Tab for Discussion Forum

Figure 11 Outline of the video
Interactive  Feedback  (Inserted  Questions)  

Based on the usability testing results, there were some
respondents who had difficulties finding the discussion
forum. Therefore, the discussion forum was placed on a
different tab from the video material. This also facilitates
the direction of the users’ attention to only one task (either
watching video or discussing in the online forum). Figure
14 shows an example of the tabulated access to the
discussion forum.
Discussion forums will not only increase interaction
between users (students) using Beling.co but also the
interaction between the users and instructor (the admin of
Beling.co). A discussion forum is a foundational
component to increase the interactiveness of teaching and
learning programming online [6].
Navigation  Menu  

Figure 12 Interactive feedback for correct answer

Figure 15 Revision of Navigation Menu

Figure 13 Interactive feedback for wrong answer
2

It can be accessed in zaption.com

Beling.co used two navigation menus to let the user
navigate between materials. It was found that the existence
of these two navigation menus created some ambiguity for
users. Therefore, revisions focused on removing one
navigation menu located beside the title of video material.
Consequentially, there is now only one navigation menu
provided in the top navigation bar of Beling.co. The new
menu bar can be seen in Figure 15.
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Exercising  Page  

Figure 16 shows the overview of Exercising Page after
evaluation implementation.

Some respondents found that the interface design of
problem’s options in the Exercising Page was unhelpful. In
an effort to improve this interface, the A, B, C, D, E options
in the description of problem were removed. All options are
now only available in the answering area (Area Jawab).
Similar revisions were conducted with the true-false
problems.
Output  Bordering    

Figure 18 Bordered area for displaying compilation result
Figure 16 Exercising Page after Implementation
Look  Back  Button  

In an effort to foster and more clearly prompt to users that
they may compile the program online with immediate
compilation results (for direct online programming problem
type), a bordered area for the compilation’s output was
implemented. This area was placed below the programming
area and has 150 pixel maximum height to avoid any need
to scroll the Exercising Page. In event of an exceptionally
long error messages requiring additional display spacea
vertical scroll bar is still provided.
Code’s  Indentation  

Based on usability testing results, it was revealed that users
need a mechanism to look back at the video material.
Motivation regarding a desire to review forgotten concepts
while completing an exercise was seen in participants.
Therefore, a blue button was added to return users to the
particular video material that was implemented in a new
tab. Even though users do not automatically review/look
back to the specific topic based on the on-going exercise,
they may still jump into the specific topic by accessing the
outline feature.
Redesigned  Problem’s  Options  on  Exercise    

Figure 19 Code Indentation

A crucial aspect in the display of programming code is the
code’s indentation. Therefore, Syntax Highlighter was used
to keep the code in its right indentation as shown in Figure
19. In this implementation, Syntax Highlighter version
3.0.833 developed by Alex Gorbatchev was used.
Interactive  Feedback  (Exercising  Page)    

Figure 20 Interactive feedback modal for correct answer
Figure 17 New interface design of problem options
3

It can be accessed at http://alexgorbatchev.com/SyntaxHighlighter
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To introducing to users how to use Beling.co (including
how to answer inserted question and how to do exercises),
an introduction tour has been created and provided for
facilitating an instructional introduction for those user’s
engaging on their first visit to Beling.co. This tour was
implemented by using the Joyride feature of Foundation4
css framework used in developing Beling.co.
CONCLUSION  
Figure 21 Interactive feedback modal for wrong answer

For enhancing the user’s motivation in completing the
exercises, a modal to display interactive feedback was
implemented as seen in Figure 20 and 21. The mascot of
Beling.co named Burhan will expessively “reveal” users the
status of their anweres through facial expressions. For every
right answer, a user is directed to the next problem and for
every wrong answer the user is prompted to reexamine and
reanswer the problem.
Revision  of  Hint  Button  

Based on the evaluation, the current research showed that
Beling.co has a design that sufficiently meets the
requirements for effective interactivity. It has received good
very good impressions from respondents using the
Desirability Toolkit with 654 positive descriptive words
being used. Only 13 instances of negative descriptive
words were used in association with experiences in the
software.Users found that Beling.co is able to motivate
them
(“Memotivasi”/Motivating)
to
learn
basic
programming while providing a simple learning experience
(“Sederhana”/Simple).
Furthermore, through the evaluation conducted with the
usability testing and expert feedback, a list of potential
improvements were gathered to improve the interaction
design of Beling.co. These improvements are:
1.  

Figure 22 Revised Hint button

While using the software, many participants did not notice
that a hint function existed to help them complete the
exercises. The hint button’s position (below the problem’s
description) was considered by users to be nearly
unnoticeable. Consequentially, this button was repositioned
to be above the problem statement.
Furthermore, an activate button (usable if user has enough
Hint points) and the inactivate button (if user does not have
enough Hint points or the button has already been used)
modes was also implemented. For some users, the word
“hint” was also confusing as it is an English word in origin.
Therefore, this “hint” word was replaced by word
“petunjuk” which means ‘hint’ in Bahasa Indonesia.
Tour  

Enhancing the interaction in the slidecast video
learning materials using the Zaption tool to implement
video outline/check points and to facilitate the
answering of inserted questions.
2.   Developing an Introduction tour to introduce new
users to the software
3.   Repositioning the discussion forum
4.   Providing for the use of only one navigation menu
5.   Providing interactive feedback for each user’s answer
to inserted questions
6.   Providing interactive feedback for each user’s answer
to exercises’ problem
7.   Revising the hint button
8.   Facilitating programing code indentation
9.   Providing a bordered compilation result area
10.   Providing a Look-back mechanism to review video
materials
This research has fostered a succinct and high quality
revision of the existing Beling.co software. Its results
demonstrate a model of such revisions adoptable into other
software development.
The methods and analysis
techniques are grounded in educational theory and set a
precident for continued working this area.
FUTURE  RESEARCH  

Future work will focus on further evaluation of this newer
generation of the Bejing.com software. AB testing is also
recommended to investigate which interaction design is
better: the old Beling.co or the new one.

Figure 23 Introduction Tour

4

It can be accessed at http://foundation.zurb.com
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